**Domestic Airport**

- Mustang
- Gorkha

**Road Conditions**

- KARNALI: One way road; Diversion made at Jure section Charikot.
- Mugu: One way road; Diversion made at Jure section Charikot.
- Dolpa: Mochi Highway is in two-way traffic operation after clearance of landslide at Golakaha Bhangyang in Ilam Municipality Ward 9.
- PROVINCE 3: Road section further north of Num via Ghola is not passable due to poor road condition.
- SUDURPASCHIM: Bhojpur Bazaar
- PROVINCE 2: Chitawan

**Access Constraints as at 15:00 hrs 14 July 2020**

- Efforts are in place to make it operational.
- Road maintenance work is ongoing.
- Kaligandaki corridor road section is obstructed due to multiple landslides in Baglung.
- Lamjung-manang road section at Kharkhare bhir in Bessahara-I is blocked by landslides.
- Lamjung-manang road section at Kharkhare bhir in Bessahara-I is blocked by landslides.
- Kalikot-Nammarinath road section is closed due to landslide.
- Road section further north of Num via Ghola is not passable due to poor road condition.
- Kalaiya
- Mugu: Mochi Highway is in two-way traffic operation after clearance of landslide at Golakaha Bhangyang in Ilam Municipality Ward 9.
- Dolpa: Mochi Highway is in two-way traffic operation after clearance of landslide at Golakaha Bhangyang in Ilam Municipality Ward 9.
- PROVINCE 3: Road section further north of Num via Ghola is not passable due to poor road condition.
- SUDURPASCHIM: Bhojpur Bazaar
- PROVINCE 2: Chitawan

**Mugling-Narayanghat road section is obstructed due to landslide near Dari Khola**

**Information Source:** WFP/EPI Field Coordinators, NDRRMA, MoHA, NACRMAC

**DISCLAIMER**

The Logistics Cluster cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information displayed and accepts no liability for reliance on the data. Please take care to verify the information before use.

**Road Conditions:**

- The Political situation, or address security issues.
- Events (ie Meteorological) that may impact physical road conditions.
- The logistics cluster cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information displayed and accepts no liability for reliance on the data. Please take care to verify the information before use.

**Prepared by:** WFP Nepal Logistic Cluster

**Disclaimer:**

This map is only intended to display the physical condition of the roads, based on the best information available at the time of publication. It does not address access issues related to factors other than the actual road condition such as the political situation, or address security issues.

**Declaraton:**

The information displayed on this map can change at any time due to sudden events (ie meteorological) that may impact physical road conditions. The logistics cluster cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information displayed and accepts no liability for reliance on the data. Please take care to verify the information before use.